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Circular
Sub: Webinar from AICTE

AICTE has already informed regarding conducting sessions on Universal Human
Values (UHV) during the induction program (UHV-I) in the colleges as well as
running the course on UHV in the second year (UHV-II). In this connection, I
would like to inform you that a series of workshops (webinars) are being
conducted by AICTE in online mode. AICTE is expecting all the heads of
institutions (Directors, Principals, Deans and other heads) to be a part of any of
those.
One such workshop is being held on 25th April 2020. The details are enclosed.
All the Heads of Institutes along with their senior faculty are directed to
participate in this webinar.
Details are enclosed.

Sd/
REGISTRAR
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Dear Sir,
Greetings of the day!
AICTE has already sent you mail regarding conducting sessions on
Universal Human Values (UHV) during the induction program (UHV-I) in
your university as well as running the course on UHV in the second year
(UHV-II). In this connection, I would like to inform you that a series of
workshops (webinars) are being conducted by AICTE in online mode.
AICTE is expecting all the heads of institutions (Directors, Principals,
Deans and other heads) to be a part of any of those. Formal mails are have
been sent to you from time to time as well as to the concerned assigned.
As I am getting feedback from AICTE that the desired response from our
region is not there in the workshops/webinars, hence I am sending a mail
as a follow up. It will be great if you can be a panelist in the next English
workshop which is commencing from 25th April. You will be receiving the
formal invitation again with guidelines for registration and logging in. Kindly
make it convenient to attend by all the heads of instiutions under your
university.
Different approaches have been taken by AICTE to take this content
effectively to maximum number of students. With a view to rightly utilize
this lockdown period, a top to bottom approach is being attempted
vigorously. To begin with, an online workshop on UHV was conducted from
2nd - 6th April 2020 for all officers of AICTE, including Chairman, Vice
Chairman, member Secretary, IPC, all Regional Officers and other
important officers. Chairman Dr. Anil Sahasrabudhe himself attended all
the sessions with all the officers, even me being a part of it. The response
of the workshop was overwhelming.
Motivated by the success of this workshop, a second workshop was
conducted exclusively for VCs and UCs from 10th to 14th April from
selected Universities, (including VTU). That also came out with a similar
response to the initial online workshop. 14 VCs were present during the
entire sessions and about 20 VCs participated along with 80 other
participants,(UCs and RCs). Two were there to represent VTU as well.

Now, further workshops are going on region-wise for Directors, Principals,
Deans and important policy makers in the presence of respective Vicechancellors. In this line, the next workshop is going to start from 25th April.
Your orientation to the content and your interaction with the Chairman sir
as well as NCC- IP team is very crucial for the effective and smooth
conduction of UHV-I and UHV -II under VTU. If you can mobilize the entire
team (Pro Vice-chancellors, Dean Academics, Director Academics and
other Heads of VTU) to attend the inaugural session on 26th April Sunday, 10am -11:30am, that will be highly appreciated.
We are certain that VTU will find it fruitful and take it far ahead. Looking
forward to a positive response.
Thank you.

Regional Officer, SWRO.
AICTE, Bangalore.

